This paper illustrates the usc of a simple interactive magnetic field calculator (IMC) program to estimate field strength and allowed harmonics for cosine theta dipole or quadrupole magnets. Niobium-tin coil designs from Saclay and th e University of Twente arc used as examples, and the IMC results arc compared with the values from the magnet desig ners.
MAGNETIC :FIELD CALCULATOR
One of the features included in a CD-ROM tutorial on superconducting accelerator m agne ts [II is an interactive procedure for cakulating magnetic field s trength and allowed field harmonics in single layer cosine theta dipole or quadrupole magnets. This procedure uses a simpli ried geometry for the coil, which can cOlltain a single wedge and an optional iron yoke. The yoko is derillot\ by its inner radius and is assumed to be iron with infinite �l.
However, this interactive mag nelic field calculator (IMC) can be applied to mon; complicated magnet structures, consisting of multiple layers with several wedges, by use of superposition, i.e., decomposing the structure into several simple olles and adding the results.
Using this technique, the results from the IMC arc in good agreement with precise calculations for the central field, the peak field, and the x and y components of the Lorentz furce. The allowed multipoles arc in good agreement only when the conductor blocks and weuges arc radially disposed (i.e. without any tilt ). The details of using the interaeti ve magnetic field calculator (IMC) have been previously described [2] . Input values define the coil geometry and the total CUlTent flow. Output includes the field strength and !lormali�. ed lIlultipole coefficients, a color-coded graph of the field stre ngth in the conductor region, and the Lorentz forces on the coil. The calculation proecdure uses an i d eal approximation of the coil geometry in which the conductor block and wedge cdges arc assumed to he radial. The input data consists of the inner and outer rad ius of the coil (Rl and R2), the start and stop angles of the coil (AI ami A2), the illner radius of the optional yoke (Ryoke), the start and stop angles of the optional wedge (A3 and A4), the average current density in the conductor area (J), and the radi us and angle at which fidd values arc calculated (Rref and AreO.
The data arc entered into a graphical llser interface which then displays tho defined cross section. Figure I .
In order to use the IMC, this cross section is idealized into a radially disposed eonfigmation; the allgles for the idealized coil were selected to provide all average fit with the tilted coil blocks. The parameters for thc LHe quadrupole magnet and those used for the idealized coib arc sllmmarized in Table I . The average current density for the ideali�.ed coil s was obtained by dividing the product of the numher of turns (I () for the inller and 14 for the outer coil) and the operating current (J 1 X70 A) by the area of the idealized current blocks.
quadl'll)Jole coil geometry.
,·,.",·,,,t,· rc· arc indicatecl by *) 
:c. . The fiehls produced by the inner amI outer coils are calculated separately amI then the harmonic contributions are summed to give tho total harmonic for the magnet. The operating margin can be computed from the ratio of thc current density in the superconductor to its critical current density at operating temperature and the maximum field on Ihe conductor, Bmax.
The IMC output includes color-codcd graphs of the ficld strength in the conductor region, (These neglect the field enhancemcnt in the coil ends.) These show that the maximum field on the conductor occurs at the pole turn of the inner coil at its inner radius. However, for a multilayer coil, Bmax must he computed from the contributions or all coil l aycrs. Figure 2 shows lhe computation of the x and y field components due to the ouler coil at the inner coil location; note that the input screen has Rref = 2R and AreI' = 36°. The x and y field components due to the inner coil must also be cOlllputed at this same reference point For the inner coil, }3x=- 
U. TWENTE DIPOLE I�XAMPLE
A two-layer dipole desi gn developed by the University of 'l'wente 161, and designated MSUT. was proposed as an r .HC dipole prototype. This magnet used powder-in-lube
Nb,Sn conductor. The cross section or the coils is shown ill Figure 3 . In this case there arc two wedges in the inner coil and bolh coils have tilted current blocks.
MSUT dipole coil geometry. data supplied by U. Twentc, (Ollter arc indicated
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To usc the interactive magn etic field calculator (lMC), the inner coil needs to be broken into two separate coils ill order to conform to the single wcdge limitation. Thus , three separate calculations need to he pcr formed and summed ill order to compute the total field in this magnet.
The values of the IMC input parallleter.� for the three idealized coil sections with radial current hlocks arc listed in Table 4 ; the angles were determined hy v isual adjustment to achieve an average position of the radial line. The current density in each coil section was computed using the same method as that dcscribed for the LHC quadrupole example. The IMC results ror the field and r .orentz forces and a comparison with those obtained from U. Twente arc shown in Table 5 for the case of iron with infinite or hiBh 11; the no results of the calculation for the ease of no it'lln arc shown also. These IMC calculations show reasonably good agreement with the U. Twente results, except for the sextupole; as usual, the scxtupo\c from the fMC is much highcr than values calculated from lhe actual design wilh lilted current hlocks. Thc actual field attained ill this magnet should be lower that the val LIes shown bccause of iron saturation effeds; during tests, this magnet attained a field of 11.3 T at 1.9.1 kA. Also, the powder-in-tube conductor for this magnet has a higher Jc than that represented by the Summer's ti)rmula with C,,= 12,000.
We have illustrated how the interactive magnetic field calculator (lMC) whieh is included in the Superconducting Accelerator Magnets CD-I�OM tutorial can be used to estimate the magnetic fields and Lorentz forces in mUltiple layer magnets with more than two wedges per coil.
Two examples of magnets with Nh3Sn conductor were considered.
In botlt cases, the central field values calcul ated by tlte lMC were in close agreement with the designers' calculation results. However, these magnets used tilted currcnt blocks, lind thus the IMC approximation to the allowed multipole fields was not very close to the designers' calculation results. Jior ttie LHC quadrupole, the operating margin cOllld also be estimated by using lhe tutorial's intcractive calc ulation or
Jc from the Sumlller's formula.
Although this simple IMC procedure docs lIot give precise results for rield harmonics, it call be very helpful in makiug preliminary comparisons of cosine theta magnet designs,
